
My intervention during the debate on
the Direct Payments to Farmers
(Legislative Continuity) Bill, 28th
January 2020

John Redwood (Wokingham) (Con): Will the Minister confirm that as we move on
to the new policy, there will be an emphasis on growing more food at home for
import substitution, so that these general moneys can lead on to moneys that
help us to build a bigger domestic food industry?

The Minister of State, Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Mr
George Eustice): My right hon. Friend will be aware that we have presented a
separate Agriculture Bill, which has had its First Reading. It sets out all
the powers we would need to reform agriculture policy. The direct payment
regulations before us bring the CAP into UK law and on to the UK statute
book, and in the Agriculture Bill, there are powers to modify these
regulations, so that we can remove the rough edges and simplify them. There
are also powers in the Agriculture Bill to strike a very different course for
our agriculture—a course based on payment for public goods, but also on
providing farmers with grants to invest in new technology, so that they can
improve their profitability or add value to their produce. That Bill also
recognises that our food security is vital, and commits the Government to
reviewing it every five years. That, however, is obviously a matter that we
will debate in the coming weeks and months; I want to return to this direct
payments Bill.

Brexit day

At last we leave the EU. It is now quite possible to leave fully at the end
of December this year and reap the benefits of Brexit. We can be better off
out, and we will restore self government.

It’s nineteen months late , and we still stay under their rules and budgets
for the rest of this year, so it’s not what I wanted or voted for. In the end
I accepted the verdict of the election and the new Parliament, as there was
no support for just leaving without signing the Withdrawal Agreement which I
thought the better option. The delay has been financially penal, forcing the
UK to contribute around £1bn a month for many more months. It has been
corrosive of our politics, setting the last Parliament against the people. It
undermined trust in many MPs and the Parliament as a whole prior to the
election, as so many MPs broke their promises to respect the referendum and
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help get us out .

Mr Cameron promised he would send the Withdrawal letter promptly after the
vote, but failed to do so. Mrs May let Parliament and courts delay our exit
letter further. She then promised us an exit in March 2019, with a good deal
or with no deal. She too broke her word and kept us in, under pressure from a
hostile and broken Parliament.

The new Parliament has a clear majority to leave, and a clear majority that
Leave means an exit from the single market and Customs Union as well as from
the EU Treaty which we leave this week. That is all very positive. It is
important now that the UK government is firm and strong, as well as polite
and positive in its dealings  with the EU. There must be no sacrifice of our
fish, no offers of more money, no acceptance of continuing ECJ jurisdiction.
They need a Free Trade Agreement more than we do, and are more likely to
grant one if we are firm. The UK has given far too much ground in past
negotiations under Mrs May. The new team should table a Free Trade Agreement
and explain we do not have to pay to trade.

The world teems with opportunities for us once we are fully out. Today is an
important step along that road.

Nationalisation of railway franchises
does not solve many of the problems

Yesterday saw the government announce the takeover of the Northern Rail
franchise by the government from March. They tell me the aim is to introduce
private sector capital and management again on a new basis. They warned
against expecting too much from taking over the franchise.

Too many delays, cancelled services and old rolling stock have blighted the
service. Many of the problems were entirely outside the control of the
franchise holder, and will be no more under the control of the government
franchise manager.

The Spanish company supplying new trains failed to meet deadlines for
deliveries, forcing the franchise holder to battle on with old stock.

Network Rail, a nationalised business, failed to lengthen platforms in time
to allow delivery and use of other new trains.

Some of the delays were caused by Network Rail failures with track and
signals.

The franchise holder had problems with the new timetables in 2018 which were
required of it from the rail authorities.
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Various rail franchises have difficulties in securing Trade Union consent to
new ways of working. There is no guarantee the Unions will change their mind
over these disputes once they are dealing direct with a government franchise
manager.

The bulk of the railway is already nationalised. Many of the delays
throughout the network are caused by track or signal failures in the
nationalised industry, or in a few cases by people and even vehicles
intruding on track or disrupting operation of the system.

Nationalisation is no easy answer, and in the case of Northern it does not
suddenly resolve the big issues over train delivery and driver availability
that are part of the problem.

The UK needs to improve its supply chain for the many of the new trains the
big surge in rail investment will require, and ensure most of the work is
carried out in the UK.

Getting infrastructure done

The government wishes to crank up the scale and pace of new infrastructure
investment in the UK. Many agree we need better railway links, more road
capacity, more schools, hospitals and houses given the rising population,
faster broadband and more water and electricity supply.

The government inherits a very expensive large railway project. The costs has
spiralled before much work has been done on the ground. The eventual
completion of the project linking northern cities to the southern and
Midlands sections will not be complete until 2040. That is in five full
Parliaments time. Who knows what our needs will then be, what technology will
then be available for personal transport, and what the size of the population
will then be.

HS2 is a reminder of what is wrong with UK infrastructure procurement. It
takes far too long. It is highly contentious with the public. It is ruinously
expensive. The governments that back it and take the flak in the early stages
for it do not enjoy the benefits of its completion.

The Taxpayers Alliance has now drawn up a schedule of many transport projects
we could afford if we cancelled the big line. Some of these are ready to go,
and some are very popular in their localities. They are all much smaller than
HS2 but taken together could provide a lot of improvement.

In order to speed up infrastructure investment there are some rules the
government could adopt that would make it easier. Backing schemes that are
strongly supported in an area would assist. Offering compensation as part of
the plan to those who will be inconvenienced or adversely affected by the
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development would be a great help in speeding projects and reducing
opposition. If someone’s house is close to a planned new rail line they
should be offered enough money to be able to move if they don’t like the
noise.

It is easier to put in broadband, water and power investments than to put in
new roads or railway lines, as they have much less impact on people. They are
much needed and can attract wholly or mainly private finance to pay for them.
The government needs to expedite permissions and licences.

Mrs Merkel and climate change

Last week the  EU’s effective political leader Mrs Merkel said she was
worried by the big gap between the views of the establishment who see climate
change as the gravest  threat facing us and the climate sceptics who do not.
She asked for a proper dialogue between the two sides, presumably to search
out some common ground or a way of respecting each other’s positions,.

As someone who is lobbied strenuously by all sides, I remind  the EU and
governments that  climate change scepticism is not a single doctrine or
united group of dissenters against current policy. It is not traditional
right or left, and may  be motivated by many different considerations. So let
us today consider some of the different forms of scepticism there is over
this issue.

The first thing to grasp  is most climate sceptics do not deny the underlying
science which rightly asserts that CO2 is a greenhouse gas. Nor do most deny
that if nothing else changes and mankind pumps out a lot of extra CO2 average
temperatures will rise.

Some sceptics however argue that current climate models do not capture the
complexities of greenhouse gases. Natural CO2 exceeds manmade and that could
vary in either direction. Volcanic activity can have a big impact on world
climate. A view needs to be taken on the stability of various carbon sinks,
including  the oceans. Water vapour is a more common greenhouse gas than CO2
so models need to capture variations in water vapour concentrations.  That
also gets the forecaster into wind directions and cloud formation, which we
see have daily big impacts on the weather and over time can affect the
climate , if new trends and patterns emerge. These sceptics either say you
cannot gauge temperature direction from simply measuring manmade CO2 or go
further and argue other trends may be or are offsetting manmade CO2.

Some sceptics point out that the sun  is the main  source of warming the
earth, and that there needs to be more information about solar activity
rates, as the sun itself produces variable output over time as well as from
night and day and the seasons.
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Some sceptics are unconvinced that there has been a linear increase in
average temperatures during the long period of industrialising since say
1820. They raise issues about historical records, and about how you actually
calculate an average world temperature, as well as pointing to periods in 
the published records when temperatures did not rise.

Other sceptics accept the predictions that manmade CO2 will take temperatures
higher whatever the other forces do. They ask whether it is not wiser and
cheaper  to spend money on adaptations where warming has adverse consequences
rather than trying  to wean China and the USA off fossil fuels in  time to
meet the needs of carbon reduction to head off the problem.

So I say to Mrs  Merkel she needs to engage her experts and the EU in a new
dialogue which examines these various strands of sceptic thinking and deals
with them sensibly, rather than castigating anyone who asks questions. A lot
of people are in the middle on  this issue, seeking better information and
guidance on the nature and scale of the threat. They are more likely to be
persuaded  by well informed people with knowledge and balance than by angry
politicians asserting you either accept their version or are some kind of
denier of the truth.


